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Top dog: Alexander Graham Bell's terrier
helped him invent the phone

An employee holds an iPhone X smartphone at the Apple store in London, England. Photo by: Luke MacGregor/Bloomberg

The story of the invention of the telephone begins with a dog.

The telephone's future inventor, Alexander Graham Bell, lived more than 100 years ago. When

he was 20 years old, his father challenged him to make a talking machine. Bell turned to his terrier

Trouve for help. 

Bell began by offering the dog a mix of treats. Then, by moving Trouve's jaw as he whined for the

treats, Bell made the dog talk. "How are you Grandmama?" Trouve said. 

This moment set Bell on the path to his great invention. Like his father and grandfather, Bell

studied sound and how people speak. He became a professor of speech studies at Boston

University. 
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Bell's mother and wife were both deaf. This made him

determined to find ways to help people who cannot

hear. After arriving in Boston, he began

experimenting with a machine created by French

inventor Édouard-Léon Scott de Martinville 20 years

earlier. 

Sound travels through the air in waves. Scott's

machine turned these waves into a written form.

It took in sound waves through a horn, which had a

membrane made from animal skin. Sound waves

caused the membrane to move back and forth, and

these vibrations were picked up by a stylus, or a sharp

pen. The stylus would scratch a drawing of the waves

onto a page. Scott called his invention the

"phonautograph," meaning "the self-writing of

sound."

However, Scott forgot one key step. He had invented

the world's first sound recording device, but he didn't

have any way to play the sounds back.

Bell quickly realized that he could make Scott's

invention better. He decided to build a new kind of

phonautograph. He wanted to build something that

could turn sound waves into readable symbols on a

piece of paper. Maybe this would help the deaf "see" the sound of words.

An Experiment With A Real Human Ear

In the end, Bell decided to experiment with a real human ear. After attaching it to a machine that

copied sound waves, Bell began shouting into the ear. His setup worked, but not well. 

The writer Charlotte Gray described Bell's next steps in her book, "Reluctant Genius." Bell

realized he could use electricity to carry sound along a telegraph wire like air carries sound from a

talker to a listener. A telephone receiver at the end of the wire would have a membrane. Electricity

would go through a magnet, which would make the membrane vibrate. 

The receiver could be placed against a listener's ears. "The vibrations ... would then hit the

listener's eardrum, making it vibrate too," Gray wrote. The listener's ear would hear these

vibrations as "sounds spoken by the person at the other end of the wire."

The Call That Changed Everything

Bell and his helper Thomas Watson began an experiment in Bell's Boston workshop. The two set

up receivers in separate rooms, connected by a wire. Bell went to one room, Watson to the other.

That was when it happened, almost like magic. Bell spoke, and on his receiver, Watson heard this:

"Mr. Watson, come here, I want you."
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The two excited men then spent hours talking to each other through the receivers. Bell's invention

would soon change the world, and Bell seemed to know it. "The day is coming," he wrote in a letter

to his father, "when telegraph wires will be laid on to houses just like water or gas." Soon, he

wrote, friends in distant places will be able to talk to each other "without leaving home."

The Latest Version of Bell's Invention

The nation's largest cities soon began installing telephone service. About 100 years ago, there were

more than 6 million phones in use. 

These days, people around the world line up for Apple's latest iPhone. The fancy smartphone is

just the latest version of Bell's great invention. Perhaps its fans should thank Trouve the terrier.

Without him, there might be no phones at all.
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Quiz

1 What effect did electricity have on Bell and Watson's experiment with sound?

(A) it made the sound clearer when the receiver picked it up

(B) it caused the sound waves to move along the telegraph wires

(C) it directed the stylus to scratch the sound's vibrations on paper

(D) it moved the magnet inside the receiver closer to the listener's ear

2 In Bell's experiment, what is the relationship between a person's eardrum and the magnet inside the receiver?

(A) They both turn vibrations into spoken words.

(B) They both make sound waves travel through wire.

(C) They both cause sounds to move in waves.

(D) They both vibrate when hit by sound waves.

3 Read the selection from the section "He Wanted To Help People Who Could Not Hear."

Sound waves caused the membrane to move back and forth, and these vibrations were picked
up by a stylus, or a sharp pen. The stylus would scratch a drawing of the waves onto a page.
Scott called his invention the "phonautograph," meaning "the self-writing of sound."

Which phrase from the selection helps you understand the meaning of "vibrations"?

(A) move back and forth

(B) picked up by a stylus

(C) scratch a drawing

(D) self-writing of sound

4 Read the sentence from the section "The Latest Version of Bell's Invention."

The nation's largest cities soon began installing telephone service.

What is the meaning of the word "installing" as it is used in the above sentence?

(A) asking for

(B) setting up

(C) calling about

(D) experimenting with


